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INTRODUCTION

The Confedèrated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead
Indian Reservation have unusual big game hunting rights.

The Hell Gate

treaty of 1855^ creating the Reservation, entitled the members of the
Tribe to hunt native game animals within the Reservation boundaries all
year long and without limits as to the number of animals allowed per
hunter.

Non-Indians cannot hunt big game on the Reservation at any

time, although they are allowed to hunt waterfowl, pheasants, chukars,
and Hungarian partridges during the regular Montana game bird seasons.
Indians of tribes other than the Salish and Kootenai are allowed to hunt
only with the permission of the Tribal Council, the governing body of
the Reservation.
The Tribal Council has imposed several hunting regulations on
the tribal members (Tribal code, 1962).

Use of artificial lights in

hunting game was prohibited in 19^3, not as a game management practice,
but to prevent the accidental killing of livestock.

Selling of game

meat on or off the Reservation was made illegal in I962 to prevent
'market hunting' of big game.

The other restriction prohibits non-

Indians from accompanying Indians while hunting.

This regulation was

adopted to facilitate enforcing the law against whites hunting, since
it would be difficult to determine if a white person, accompanying an
Indian, were actually hunting or not.
There is little information on big game populations on the
Reservation, for no studies of game habitat or range, game populations,
or harvest have been ïaade.

The present study was designed to provide

Information on big game distribution, range condition and forage, and
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harvest for the Reservation, and to determine what effects the year long
hunting has on the big game populations.
The objectives of this study were:
tributions and key areas;

to determine big game dis

to determine the effect of Indian hunting on

big game populations through analysis of range condition and utilization,
and estimation of Reservation game harvest.
The hypothesis of this study is that the year long hunting by
the Indians keeps the big game populations well below the carrying
capacity of the range.
This study was begun in September of 196^ and was completed in
June, 1966.
one summer.

The research carried through two winters, one spring and

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

Location
The Flathead Indian Reservation lies in the lower Flathead
Valley and includes parts of Lake, Flathead, Missoula, and Sanders
counties.

The Reservation is about 6l miles long, averages 4-0 miles

in -width, and includes 1,9^3 square miles, or 1,243,696 acres.

The

Mission Mountains bound the Reservation to the east, the Cabinet Moun
tains bound it to the west.

The boundaries between the Reservation and

National Forest land on both the east and west lie at the summits of
these two mountain ranges.
of Missoula, near Evaro.

The southern boundary is 10 miles north

A line just north of Dayton on the west shore

of Flathead Lake marks the northern boundary, so the southern half of
Flathead Lake lies within the Reservation boundaries (see map. Figure 1).

Physiography
The Flathead Reservation has three distinct physiographic divi
sions -- Mission Valley, Jocko Valley, and Camas Valley.

The Mission

Range, bordering the Mission Valley on the east, rises sharply 6,0007,000 feet above the valley with some peaks reaching nearly 10,000 feet
above sea level.

The Flathead River marks the western boundary of the

Mission Valley, a wide stretch of level or gently rolling terrain with
numerous low marshes and potholes.
The Jocko Valley, drained by the Jocko River, is located south
of the Mission Valley.

The Jocko Range, a spur of the Mission Range,

forms the head of the Jocko Valley which narrows to a canyon east of
Arlee, then widens into a broad valley between Arlee and Ravalli, where
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the river Joins the Flathead River.
The Camas Valley is about 20 miles west of Poison.

It is "bounded

on the east by the Little Bitterroot River and on the west by the Cabinet
Mountains, which slope eastward to the prairie and foothills region of
Camas Prairie.
The topography of the Reservation varies from the lowlands of
the Flathead River bottom to the high elevations of the Mission Mountains.
The lowest elevation is west of Dixon, about 2,530 feet above sea level,
while McDonald Peak in the Missions is the highest point at 10,000 feet.
Elevations of towns include Poison (2,950 feet), Eonan (3,064 feet),
Moiese (2,700 feet), and Arlee (3,09^ feet).
All drainages on the Reservation eventually reach the Flathead
River, which flows through the Reservation near its center, from the
southern end of Flathead Lake, south 25 miles to Dixon, then west to the
Reservation line near Plains, Montana.

Glaciation
The last glaciation, the Wisconsin, covered the northern part of
the Reservation.

That part of the glacial ice sheet known as the

Cordilleran Glacier that occupied the mountains of western North America
was centered in British Columbia and had small lobes stretching into north
western Montana (Flint, 19^%).

Alden (1953) refers to that portion of

glacial ice in the Flathead country as the great Flathead glacier.

He

writes that lobes of this glacier extended as far south as the gaps of
the mountains west of the National Bison Range, to Dixon, and possibly to
Ravalli.
In the Mission Valley ice occupied all of the valley to about

T
St. Ignatius. There is evidence of glaciation as far south as the mouth
of the Jocko River Valley (Alden^ 1953)»

Much of the Mission Valley is

covered by numerous potholes, swells, and swales, characteristic of the
glacial moraines left by the Flathead glacier.
During the early Tertiary, before the Wisconsin glaciation covered
the Flathead Valley, the outlet for Flathead Lake had been the Big Draw,
west of Elmo, the water flowing down into the Little Bitterroot River
Valley.
The Flathead glacier covered Flathead Lake, and when it receded
it left a terminal moraine, the Poison moraine, south of Poison.
melting ice raised the water level of Flathead Lake.

The

With the Big Draw

outlet blocked by ice, the water flowed out over the Poison moraine.
At about the present outlet the water flow cut about 300 feet down through
the soft material of the moraine, forming the lower Flathead River and
lowering the lake level (Alden, 1953)-

Climate
The climate of the Flathead Indian Reservation is one of moderate
summer and winter temperatures, although there are short periods of win
ter temperature extremes.
8o's and 90'sj

Summer temperatures sometimes reach into the

winter temperatures can drop as low as -30°, though win

ters are not usually severe.

The frost-free season is usually about 126

days (Deyoung and Roberts, 1929)Precipitation over most of the Reservation is rather low, the
mean annual rainfall averaging about 15 Inches.

The driest area is the

Camas Prairie region, with 10 Inches yearly precipitation;

the wettest

is in the Mission Range and along its western border, much of this pre

8
cipitation falling as snow.

Snowfall over the entire Reservation is

considerable, especially in the mountains (Deyoung and Roberts, I929).

Vegetation
The vegetation zones of Daubenmire (19^3) are used to describe
the native vegetation of the Reservation.

Although it is realized that

Daubenmire's studies were done principally in northern Idaho and eastern
Washington and that the details of composition on the Reservation may
differ from those of his description, the zonal classification is pro
bably applicable to this Rocky Mountain forest and grassland vegetation.
The following vegetation zones occur on the Flathead Reservation:
alpine tundra, Engelmann spruce - alpine fir, Douglas fir,

ponderosa

pine, and grassland (see Table 10 in appendix for scientific names).
Occurring on north slopes or other moist forest sites is the
Douglas fir/serviceberry association.
nate the grass cover;
dominant shrubs.

Elk sedge and pine grass domi

ninebark, kinnikinnick, and serviceberry are

Shrubs also abundant are Oregon grape, snowberry,

huckleberry, and willow.

Western larch often grows in association on

the more moist of these sites.

An occasional grandfir is found on the

moist sites, usually north-facing slopes.

This Douglas fir/service

berry association is found on Mill Creek, the Jocko, the Missions, and
Evaro.

Logging and Christmas tree cutting are major uses of this vege

tation type, and game does use this forest type, particularly the cutover areas.
Ponderosa pine/serviceberry associations are found on sites
somewhat less moist.
pine grass.

Eie dominant grasses are bluebunch wheatgrass and

The dominant shrubs are serviceberry, buffaloberry, and

9
ninebark.

Shrubs also frequently abundant are kinnikinnlck, evergreen

ceanothus, snowberry^ huckleberry^ chokecherry, willow, and Oregon
grape.

This is a commonly occurring association on the Reservation,

found in places such as Mill Creek, Mill Pocket, Evaro, and along the
slopes of the Missions.

Game occupies this forest type and cattle

are frequently grazed on the bunchgrasses.

Logging of the ponderosa

pine is also done extensively.
On the drier forest sites the vegetation constitutes a Ponderosa
pine/bitterbrush association.

This association, found on dry, south-

facing slopes, is characterized by the abundance of bluebunch wheatgrass, rough fescue, and Idaho fescue.

In addition to the dominant

bitterbrush and pine, kinnikinnick is frequently an important ground
cover shrub.

Pine/bitterbrush associations are found on Magpie Creek,

on Valley Creek, near Rainbow Lake, and on dry sites west of Hot Springs
and Camas Prairie.

This vegetation type is often used for grazing live

stock, and the ponderosa pine is cut for commercial timber.

On the

Reservation big game make wide use of this forest type for habitat.
On the dry prairie regions the vegetation is of the prairie
grassland type.

The climax species are grasses -- rough fescue, Idaho

fescue, and bluebunch wheatgrass. Junegrass, Columbian needlegrass,
and certain bluegrasses are abundant, becoming more so on those ranges
moderately to heavily grazed by livestock.

The more severely grazed

ranges are invaded by cheatgrass, annual forbs and sagebrush.

Use of

this vegetation type is limited to principally livestock grazing.

This

grassland association occurs east of Hot Springs and Lonepine, on the
Camas Prairie region, in the Niarada area, and in the Little Bitterroot
Valley.

10
Riparian vegetation, found along most stream banks, consists
of willow, redosier, dogwood, thinleaf alder, and hawthorn.
On steep, loose slopes and rockslides, mountain maple, mockorange, and oceanspray are abundant.

Land Use and Administration
Of the total 1,2^3,696 acres, 627,000 are trust lands - privately
owned lands held in trust and administered by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA).

Approximately 88,000 acres of these trust lands are allotments to

individual owners.

The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes own the

other 529,000 acres, of which 315,000 is in permit for cattle grazing;
the remainder is leased to Indians and non-Indians for farming and timber
cutting o
The 617,000 acres not in trust lands are fee lands -- deeded
lands, homesteads, state and federal lands.

These fee lands, not ad

ministered by the BIA, are taxable and provide a source of income to the
Tribe.
The administration of the land on the Reservation is outlined:
1,244,000 (approx.) acres -- total land comprising Reservation
617,000 acres -- fee lands - not administered by the BIA
627,000 acres -- trust lands - administered by the BIA
88,000 acres -- individual allotments
539,000 acres -- Tribal owned land
315,000 acres -- permits for cattle grazing
155,000 acres -- permits for logging
Much of the permit grazing and logging acreage is on timbered
land, particularly on the mountain slopes forming the periphery of the
Reservation.

These forested slopes are the most important big game

areasJ so the Reservation game is affected both by livestock grazing
and by timber clearing and the resulting access by logging roads.
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Timber is cut on 155^000 acres of Tribal land.
million board-feet is cut per year on the Reservation.
100,000 bales of Christmas trees are cut each year.

Presently, 20
In addition,

Both Christmas

tree harvest and timber cutting are increasing on the Reservation, re
sulting in greater acreages of cleared forest land.
The Tribe issues grazing permits on 315,000 acres of its land.
An annual total of 33,000 animal unit months^ are allowed on tribal land,
two-thirds of these being leased by Indians.

The grazing season, also

set by the Tribe, is about four and one half months, lasting from June 1
through October 15 (Dusenbury, 1964).
The extensive level land east of the Flathead River south of
Flathead Lake is used for raising both cattle and crops.

Grain and hay

are the principal crops, raised both on dry land and under irrigation.
The Flathead Irrigation Project, administered by the Flathead
Indian Irrigation Service, comprises 117,000 acres.

There are 1,300

miles of canals and feeder ditches, and 15 reservoirs, the largest
being Pablo, Kinepipe, Crow, Hubbard, Mission, and McDonald Reservoirs.
The characteristic glacial potholes of this valley provide ex
cellent waterfowl nesting areas.

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

has established waterfowl refuges on two irrigation reservoirs -- Ninepipe and Pablo Reservoirs.

The Montana Fish and Game Commission has

acquired land near these refuges for game bird habitat management and
to provide land for public bird hunting.

^Sampson (1952) defines an animal unit month or AUM: the forage
or feed sufficient to support a mature cow or its equivalent for 30 days.
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The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service also administers the
National Bison Range, located between Moiese and Ravalli.

This game

refuge; 30 sections in size, was established to protect herds of bison;
deer, elk, and other forms of wildlife are also protected there.

HISTORY

Indians
In the late pre-historic times the Flathead, country was occupied
by three Indian tribes -- the Upper Pend d'Oreille, the Kutenai,^ and
the Flatheads, often called Salish.

The west shore of Flathead Lake

was the center of the Pend d'Oreille, whose economy was principally one
of hunting game animals, and gathering plants.

Fishing was also im

portant to these Indians, both on Flathead Lake and in the Flathead
River (Walouf, I966).
The Kutenai Indians were centered in southwestern British
Columbia, and extended into Idaho and northwestern Montana, settling in
particular along the Kootenai River.

Frequently many of these Indians

journeyed to the northern end of Flathead Lake to hunt and fish.

Some

of these Kutenai decided to settle permanently in the Flathead Valley
country, at about the present town of Somers. Later a tribe of related
Kutenai that had been living on the plains were pushed by the KLackfeet
over the Continental Divide into western Montana.

These plains Kutenai

joined their western kin near Flathead Lake, and brought with them the
hunting influence of the plains (ifelouf, 1952a).

These Kutenai inhabiting

the Somers area, then, had a mixed economy -- fishing from the plateau
Kutenai and hunting from the plains.
The Flathead Indians' earliest known center was near the Three

^The term 'Kootenai' is the spelling the Indians give themselves.
Anthropologists spell the word 'Kutenai' in referring to that tribe, and
this spelling is used in this paper except where 'Kootenai' is part of a
proper name (e.g. Kootenai River ).
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l4
Forks area in central Montana; where game was the principal food
source.

The Shoshoni Indians, having obtained horses, drove the ELat-

heads from the plains, across the Divide into western Montana.

The

Platheads settled in the Jocko Valley, where their economy was one of
hunting, with little dependence on fishing (ifelouf, 19$8).

Ey 1730

the main center of the Hatheads had moved into the Bitterroot Valley.
These Indians were more nomadic than either the Kutenai or the Pend
d'Oreille, and they made more frequent trips east of the Divide to hunt
bison, particularly after the horse was obtained, probably about 1730
(]\W.ouf, 1958).
Thus when the first white man entered the Hathead Valley, about
1809; there were the three tribes:

the Kutenai centered near Somers,

the Upper Pend d'Oreille centered on the west shore of ïlathead Lake,
and some Platheads in the Jocko Valley.

White Men
The first white man into the Flathead country was probably David
Thompson.

He first came in I809, as an explorer and fur trader for the

Northwest Fur Company.

On this trip he traded with the Indians, ob

taining beaver furs from them (White, 1950).
Jacques (Jocko) Finlay, son of one of the founders of the Worthwest Fur Company and a lieutenant of David Thompson's, visited the
Flathead country to trade for furs in later years (McAlear and Bergman,
1962 ).
In 1854 Father Adrian Hoecken established the first Jesuit
mission in the Flathead Valley at St. Ignatius.

This mission was im

portant, not only in changing the religion of the Indians, but in
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helping them adapt to the white culture (wfelouf, I966).
Governor Isaac Stevens of Washington Territory crossed the
Flathead Valley in 1853 surveying a route across Montana. Two years
later he visited the Flatheads to sign a treaty creating the Flathead
Indian Reservation (Hazard, 1952).

Game History
The notes and diaries of the first fur traders and explorers
provided the principal records of early game animals in western Montana.
Early missionaries also made a few notes concerning wildlife.
The journals of the Lewis and Clark expedition of l8o4-l8o6
provide about the earliest accounts of game in Montana.

When these ex

plorers were in western Montana, enough game was usually found to feed
the party adequately, although frequent accounts are made of the scarcity
of game, particularly in the Bitterroot Mountains.

These records of

scarcity, when even horses had to be killed for food, are taken by many
to imply that game was scarce in the mountains.

Lewis and Clark may

just have had extreme difficulty in seeing and hunting game in the
timbered terrain of the Rocky Mountains.

Koch (19^1) suggests that

after leaving the prairie regions of the Great Plains, where game numbers
were relatively high, and animals could be seen easily, the game popu
lations of the mountains seemed very low.

He adds that relative to the

abundant populations occurring on the plains, the game in the mountains
was less numerous, but not necessarily scarce.
David Thompson's journals (White, 1950) offer the earliest record
(1809-1812) of game observations in the Flathead country.

Although he

made only two trips into the country now included in the Reservation,
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his trading and exploring activities in Montana centered near Thompson
\

Falls; about 30 miles west of the Reservation boundary.

Generally,

Thompson's men were able to kill enough game to subsist on wild meat.
There were, however, often periods when little or no game could be
killed, and horses had to be killed, or "Moss bread (from the tree
lichen Alectoria)" was eaten.
During the winter of 1809 -IO, Thompson traveled east from his
trading post near Thompson Falls, the Saleesh House, to the Flathead
Lake area.

While in the mountains west of Flathead Lake, he recorded

seeing "plenty of chevruil,"^ or mule deer.

While in Flathead country,

Thompson made the following records:

March 13 (18IO)
saw about a dozen of Sheep,
sorely wounded one with Shot
"
March l4
... killed 1 Duck 3 grey Geese and 1
Swan - plenty of Geese and Ducks
"
March 2k ".... on Root Plain .... saw 5-60 Sheep
in a herd
Saw a few Geese and a Flock of Swans
with a few Ducks but killed none, they were too shy
Geese are all paired, the Ducks mostly the same,
but the Swans are still in small Flocks."

The Root Plain that Thompson refers to is the Camas Prairie,
south of Hot Springs.
While at Flathead Lake, David Thompson traded for beaver, marten
and mink furs that the Indians had trapped.

^"Chevreuil" is feminine term for roe deer in Europe. FrenchCanadian voyageurs applied the term to mule deer in Worth America.
David Thompson uses the spelling "chevruil."
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In his journals Thompson rarely mentions elk (referred to as
"red deer" after the red deer of Eruope^ similar to the Rocky Mountain
elk in appearance and of the same genus^ Cervus)•

Occasionally he re

ports taking elk in Idaho, but makes no mention of seeing or taking elk
while in the Flathead country.
Throughout most of his travels in northwestern Montana, Thompson
writes of taking "antelope," which is probably the white-tailed deer.
Koch (19^1) does not exclude the possibility that Thompson is referring
to bighorn sheep, since both bighorns and whitetails could occur in the
regions he describes.

But David Thompson's "antelope," most probably

white-tailed deer, did often provide a principal portion of meat while
his party was in Montana and Idaho.
Koch (19^1) relates the experience of Alexander Ross, who
traveled from the Northwestern Fur Company's Saleesh House up the
Clark's Fork to the town of Hell Gate, near Missoula.

This expedition

was made in 1823-24, and included 55 men, 25 women, and 64 children.
Yet, according to Ross, the game of the country provided ample meat
for this large party.

Ross writes that at Hell Gate his men killed

"4 wild horses, 2% elks, and 32 deer."
Malouf (l952!iâ)states that caribou occurred in northwest Montana,
occupying the forests as far south as Alberton. He writes that caribou
were fairly numerous along the Pend d'Oreille River and were a major
source of meat for the Kutenai Indians.

Evans (i960) states that

caribou occurred over a wide area of northern Idaho and western Montana.
Fires, logging, and human activity reduced the mature coniferous forests
that provided caribou habitat, thus eliminating caribou from the Flathead
country.
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It was probably human activity that also caused a decline in:
the other -wildlife species.

Hunting, and habitat destruction}as new

fanas an(^ ranches were cleared, have been particularly important in
recent decades.
There is general agreement that big game populations were at
their lowest in North America at the turn of the 19th century, during
the period I890-I920.

Several "old-time" Indian hunters mentioned that

there were few elk 50 years ago, an(p. that deer numbers also were low.
These old-timers say that deer and elk numbers started increasing about
30 years ago --in the 1930's.

Though casual judgments of game popu

lation^ sure often quite unreliable, these observations do correlate with
the general concensus of low game populations about I9IO.
A number of big game transplants have been made on the Reservation.
One plant of elk (date unknown) from Yellowstone National Park was made
near ELue Bay, but it was unsuccessful as all the elk were killed by
Indians soon after they had been released.
The National Bison Range has made a number of transplants of
deer and elk on the Reservation.

According to the Bison Range records,

most of the animals were released on areas set aside by the Tribal
Council as wildlife preserves (Mazonni, I966).

From 19^3-53, 315 elk

and 145 mule deer were transplanted onto the Reservation.

In 19^3 and

19^4, 1^7 elk were released on, a refuge established by the Tribe on
Seepay Creek near Perma, and 32 near McDonald Lake.

The other trans

plants of elk and those of mule deer were made at various sites along
the Mission Range and on the mountains along the west side of the
Reservation.
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Pronghorn antelope were planted about 19^8 in the Irving ELats
area.

Rather than staying on the sagebrush and grassland prairie, as

expected, the pronghorns moved into nearby alfalfa fields, causing ex
tensive damage.

The Tribal Council finally had a complete reduction,

issuing permits, 50 percent to Indians and 50 percent to non-Indians.
In 1950, another plant was made east of Hot Springs near the Little
Bitterroot River.

Culture Changes
There has been quite a transition in the culture of the Indians
from that of pre-horse inhabitants to that of the present ïlatheads.
Housing, religion, food gathering and preparation, hunting, and fishing
practices have all undergone historical change.
Food Gathering.

Ere-horse Flathead Indians relied on vegetables and

berries for much of their food.

Bitterroot, wild carrots, and camas

roots were gathered by the women in the spring, and in the summer and
fall, berries, especially serviceberries, were collected.

Quite often

the women would accompany the men on trips to the higher mountains and
while the men hunted game, the women would gather a supply of nuts,
berries, and roots (Turney-High, 1937)Wild vegetables, roots, and berries are far less important to
Indians today.

Some may still gather wild fruits and berries to supple

ment their food supply, but most berry picking today is done as an
outing, and the berries are used in jams and jellies.
and huckleberries are the most common fruits gathered.

Chokecherries
Very few

Indians gather roots and vegetables, as gardens now are grown to supply
these items.
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Fishing.

Fish and fishing did not play an important role in the early

Flatheads' lives, but for the Kutenai and Pend d'Oreille a large part
of the diet was fish.

Among these two tribes Indians of all ages

fished, using traps, harpoons, and later hook and line, but in particular
weirs were constructed in streams to trap fish (ifelouf, 1958).

Ice

fishing was frequently done to supply winter food (Turney-High, 1937)Today fishing is quite unimportant in ;the Indians' lives.

Those

families that depend on wild meat for food find fishing an inadequate
Fishing for sport is done only occasionally by most

source of food.
Indians ;.
Hunting.

Historically, game has been important to the Indians of the

Flathead region.

Hunting was a major part of the Flathead life for

game supplied them with meat and tallow, hides for clothing, and bones
for tools.

The men did the hunting, mostly for deer, although elk and

moose were taken on occasion.

When meat was scarce birds were taken,

fool hens (Franklin grouse) and prairie grouse being the favorite birds
(Turney-High, 1937)-

Eagles were killed for their feathers (JVblouf,

1966).

The Flatheads took seasonal trips across the Continental Divide
to hunt bison.

Like the Plains Indians these western Indians came to

regard the bison as a very important part of their livelihood, for this
animal provided a supply of meat and hides for tipis and robes.

Both

Turney-High (1937) and Teit (1930) state that the Indians would make
two seasonal bison hunting trips across the Divide after they had ob
tained the horse.
Hunting was done chiefly with bows and arrows, for big game.
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small game; and birds.

Dogs were often used in game hunting and some

times a deer call, made from a cow parsnip stalky was used.
Deer (both mule and white-tailed) and elk are the important big
game species hunted today.

Game birds are not important arçymore as a

food source, and hunting of birds is mostly for sport.

Bison, of

course, are not hunted at all.
Since only a small proportion of Indian families depend on game
for meat, the importance of hunting for food is greatly decreased.

(See

Section on Hunting of Reservation Big Game for a further discussion of
present hunting and game situation.)
Food Preparation.

Early Flathead Indians cured meat by smoking and by

drying strips as jerky.

The FLatheads rarely mixed meat with berries

into pemmican.as did the Plains Indians.

Berries were commonly stored

in parfleches -- large skins suspended underground. (Turney-Hi^, 193T).
Cooking was done in a 'hot pit' -- a pit lined with stones for
holding meat, and damp sod was piled on top to make steam.

Roasting and

boiling were the most common methods of cooking.
Eating from one common pot was the custom for the family.

After

eating the fingers were cleaned by running them through the hair (TurneyHigh, 1937).
Lockers, deep freezers, and refrigerators have greatly altered
some Indians' methods of preserving meat and food.

Most Indian families

either rent lockers or own refrigerators, and many own freezeis.

However,

there is still a large number of families that do not have any means of
refrigeration' and to these people drying jerky and smoking meat is still
important.
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Housing.

Indians of the Flathead region used conical tipis for their

housing.

Before horses were obtained, tipi covering was matting made

from tules woven and sewn together and overlapped.

The Pend d'Oreille

used bark at one time for covering their tipis, but all the tribes some
times used the skins of elk, moose, and deer.

After the horse was in

troduced and buffalo were more easily killed, buffalo hides became
the common covering of Indian tipis (Teit, 1930).
In addition to family lodges the early îlatheads had long double
lean-to communal lodges and at one time are thought to have used semisubterranean houses, though little is known of this (Teit, 1930).

Later

the influence of the early white men resulted in log houses and cabins
being built.
Today the housing of Flathead Indians varies tremendously in
quality.

]yfe,ny families live in simple one, two, or three-room dwellings.

Ifeny others live in modern homes or ranch houses.

Between these extremes

of dwelling "types are all kinds and classes of Indian housing.
Religion•

Prior to the arrival of white fur traders into the Flathead

Valley, the religion of the Indians consisted principally of a belief
in spirits, especially animal spirits.

The Coyote was the culture hero

of the Flathead and highly respected.

The bear and rattlesnake were also

important animal spirits (Teit, 1930).
Fur traders of the Northwest Fur Company brought Iroquois guides
and trappers with them on expeditions into the Flathead region.

Jfeny

of these Iroquois had learned of Catholicism from Montreal Jesuits, so
those who deserted the traders and joined with the îlatheads brought the
first conception of Christianity to the region.

The Flathead Indiang
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were intrigued by the Iroquois* tales of the 'Black Robes' -- the Jesuit
priests.

Baptism and the cross were symbols of a great spiritual force

that could protect them from their enemies; in particular the Blackfeet.
So inspired by Christianity were the îlatheads that they sent several
expeditions to St. Louis to get a priest (Forbis, 1951).
Father DeSmet_, the first Jesuit missionary sent to live with the
KLatheads in l84o, was astonished to find Christianity already established.
The Mission at St. Ignatius was built in 18^4 by a later Jesuit priest.
Father Hoecken, and the Indians were steadily converted to Catholicism
(McAlear and Bergman, 1962).
One facet of Catholicism that the Indians did not understand was
the concept of worshipping only onej God.

To the Indians the Christian

god was merely an addition to their own numerous gods and spirits.

So

even into the 1900's the Indians' religion was a mixture of Catholicism,
and beliefs in original Flathead spirits (jVfelouf, 1965)Today Catholicism is still the predominant religion among the
Indians, although churches of at least 16 different Protestant faiths
have been built and maintained (McAlear and Bergman1962 ).

Livestock Grazing
The first cattle were brought to the Reservation in I85O by fur
traders.

Jesuit missionaries brought in more cattle in 1855-

It was

from a nucleus of these first cattle that the Reservation cattle industry
was started (McAlear and Bergman, 1962 ).
The i860's and 1870 's marked a period of rapid increase in
cattle numbers and in cattle raising.

Some ranches had herds of 3,000

cattle, plus several hundred head of horses.

At one time the Michel
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Pablo ranch controlled 10,000 head of cattle near the present town of
Pablo, Montana.
Bison were raised by several ranchers in the Pablo area from

I89O-I9IO.

In 1909 the herd, numbering more than 600 head, was rounded

up and sold to the Canadian government for national parks (McAlear and
Bergman/, 1962 ).
With the development of irrigation about I9II, some cattle were
raised on irrigated pastures, especially in the Mission Valley around
Ronan and Charlo.

Pure-bred Herefords, Aberdeen Angus, and dairy breeds

-- Holstein, Guernsey, and Jersey -- are becoming more and more popular
since irrigation (McAlear and Bergman, 1962).
In the 1930's as many as 30,000 sheep were pastured on the
Mission slopes.

Extensive sheep grazing west of the Flathead River and

on the Camas Prairie during the 1930's and 19^0's caused serious de
pletion of the range.

Most of the native bunchgrasses on these grass

lands have been replaced by sagebrush and three-awn, an annual grass of
little value as livestock forage (Dusenbury, I965).

Farming and Irrigation
The Jesuits did the first irrigating in 1855 when they dug
ditches from Mission Creek to some nearby fields (Stone, 1913)The first extensive irrigation was in the Jocko Valley in l8T2.
The federal government helped the Indians finance irrigation ditches
to bring water from the Jocko River to grow hay, grain, and vegetables.
In 1907 a government survey determined that 135,000 acres on the
Reservation were adaptable for irrigation.

Construction of dams and

canals at Pablo and Winepipe was begun in I9II, the first developments
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of the Flathead Indian Irrigation Project.
The Reservation was divided into 12 irrigation subdivisions,
with 117,000 acres irrigated at Jocko, Arlee, Revais, Mission, Ronan,
%blo, Round Butte, Valley View, Poison, and Camas.

With irrigation

developed, Flathead Valley farmers were able to grow alfalfa, feed
grains, potatoes, and com. Today, these crops, plus sugar beets,
are grown and marketed by the farmers of the Reservation.

Timber and Christmas Tree Cutting
Details of Reservation logging before 1920 are little known.
There were two early periods of extensive timber cutting:

1906-I909,

and I9IT-I920. (For details of areas and quantities that have been
logged, see appendix).

Ponderosa pine was the species usually cut,

with small quantities of Douglas fir

and western larch often taken.

(Kinney, 1950).
Prior to 19^0 the practice was to remove 7O-80 percent of the
timber on the area logged.

Since 19^0 loggers have been required to

leave 5^500 board feet per acre, or an average of about 4o percent of
the stand (Meeker, I965).
Cutting Christmas trees commercially was begun in 1932 at Dayton.
The business has expanded so that there are yards in Hot Springs, Elmo,
Niarada, Dayton, Arlee, Ravalli, St. Ignatius, Ronan, and Poison.

The

cutting of Christmas trees on tribal land has been under the direction
of the Supervisor of Forests.

Land Ownership and Administration
From the origin of the Flathead Reservation in I855, to I908,
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all the land within the Reservation boundary was held in trust for the
Indians by the U. S

Indian Service.

In I908 the first land was taken

out of trust by the federal government for the National Bison Range,
President Theodore Roosevelt proclaiming 18,521 acres for a wildlife
refuge.
Other lands were removed from trust in I908.

Government re

serves were established for future irrigation projects, townsites,
power sites, and Agency administrative purposes.

Also each Indian

living at that time was allotted land on which to establish a home
stead.

Either 80 or I60 acre allotments were given to each Indian,

depending on the value of the land, and members of a family were
allowed to obtain adjacent tracts.
In 1910 the Reservation was opened to non-Indian homesteading,
under provisions of the Dawes Act of 1887.

Again, homestead allotments

were either 80 or I60 acres, the larger entries made on less productive
land.

The following acreages were homesteaded at the rates shown:

1st class agricultural land ($7•OO/acre) -2nd class agricultural land ($3-00/acre) -3rd class agricultural land ($1.25/acre) --

40,220 acres
7^^019 acres
336,189 acres

Additional land was allotted in 1920 to those Indians who had
been born since I908 or did not receive land in that earlier allotment.
This later allotment was principally timbered land, for most of the
grazing and agricultural land had been taken in the I908 allotments and
the homesteading of I9IO.
Administration of Pfeiblo and Ninepipe Reservoirs was made more
complex in 1921 when wildlife refuges were superimposed on these two
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reservoirs.

The Bureau of Reclamation retained control of the water

levels but the Fish and Wildlife Service accepted the responsibility
of providing and managing waterfowl habitat.
The Howard-Wheeler Act was passed in 193^this law affected the Reservation were:
management practices, and

2)

Two ways in which

l) allowing Tribal range

establishing sustained yield timber

harvest (Clairmont, 1966).
The first range management program on the Reservation resulted
from the Howard-Wheeler Act.

The Tribe was allowed to regulate the

grazing rates and grazing seasons on tribal land, charging fees for
grazing to both Indians and non-Indians.

Timber harvest on a sustained

yield basis was also provided by this act.

On tribal land the Agency

Issues logging permits, having authority to regulate timber and Christmas
tree cutting (Clairmont, 1966).
In the 1950*s the Montana Fish and Game Commission acquired about
3,000 acres with purchases of fee land (deeded land) and trust lands
(lands held in trust by BIA) around Pablo and Nlnepipe Reservoirs to
provide public bird hunting and bird habitat management.

GMERAL DISTRIBUTION OF BIG GAME

The general distribution of the Reservation big game animals
was determined by three methods -- aerial and ground observations of
animals and tracks, and examination of winter utilization on browse.
Key wintering areas were located by observing pellet group
densities and degree of browsing on key forage shrubs in the spring.
Supplemental information on winter range was obtained by aerial ob
servations of animals in the spring.

These flights, sometimes called

"green grass counts" (Cross, 1965) are made before the animals have
left the winter range, and are out in clearings and openings in early
mornings and late evenings, eating the new green grass.

Elk

At present elk inhabit mountainous country (Murie, 1951)-

Al

though at one time great numbers lived on the prairies, today elk
rarely occur anywhere on the plains.

The common belief that the elk

was originally a plains dweller that was forced into its present
mountain habitat by advancing civilization,is disputed by Murie (1951)He states that elk lived not only on the plains but also in the moun
tains, though perhaps in lesser numbers. The plains elk would naturally
be eliminated first by civilization, the mountain elk finding refuge
in their less accessible habitat. Thus, today's elk populations are
almost certainly descended from originally mountain dwelling elk
(Mirie, 1951).
In the Rocky Mountains elk use the summer range of high mountain
regions, probably because of the cooler temperatures and fewer insects.
28
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Elk are forced to lower elevations where snow depths are not
so great -- where travel is easier and forage is more available.
Migration /to the winter range is principal!y a move to find food, and
is a response to increasing snow depths of fall and winter (Marie, 1951)*
The spring migration to higher elevations is probably caused by
the growth of new green vegetation, the elk following the retreating
snow upward to the summer range (Marie, 1951)*
Distribution of elk occurs generally (See appendix for a de
tailed discussion of elk distribution) on the periphery of the Re
servation;(Figure 3)-

The timbered slopes of mountains form the bound

aries and provide suitable habitat for elk.
elk occupy in significant numbers:

There are seven areas that

Mill Creek, Hog Heaven, Cabinet

Mountains, Magpie and Revais Creeks, Valley Creek, Jocko Valley, and
the Missions.

A few elk were transplanted on Ferry Mountain west of

the Agency.

White-tailed Deer

White-tailed deer are found in largest numbers where there are
"edges" -- margins between varying vegetation types where both cover
an<^ food, in the form of shrubs and bushes, is abundant (Severinghaus
and Cheatum, 1956). Heavily forested lands, virgin coniferous forests
and most other vegetation types where the dense tree canopy shades the
ground so shrubs cannot grow provide poor whitetail habitat.

Small

areas of open, burned-over or logged timberlands that produce large
amount of edge, varying vegetation types and an abundance of shrubs
and bushes are optimum whitetail habitat.
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In the present study whitetail distribution was found mostly
by ground and aerial observations of animals, supplemented by reports
of Indian hunters.
On the Reservation (Figure 4) whitetails are found along many
streams, inhabiting the shrubby vegetation.

Mill Creek, Garden Creek,

the Jocko, Revais and Magpie Creeks are particularly good whitetail
habitat

(See appendix for a detailed discussion of white-tailed deer

distribution).

Mule Deer
Although conifers are not important deer food, mule deer com
monly are found in the coniferous forest of the West.

The prairie

grassland associations and shrubland types are also suitable habitat
for mule deer (Hill, 1956).
Mule deer range is often associated with low precipitation.

In

the Rocky Mountains, most of the mule deer winter range receives less
than 15 inches of annual precipitation.
production on winter range is low.

Because of the dryness, forage

On grassland regions, where droughts

are not uncommon, shortage of winter forage is often chronicj

in

forested areas also, forage on winter range is frequently inadequate
to feed congregated mule deer populations.
Both grassland and forest mule deer range are found on the
Reservation.

In the mountains mule deer distribution (Figure 5) is

similar to that of elk -- they migrate from higher summer ranges to
lower winter ranges in response to deep snows.

Grassland and sage

brush habitats are found east of Camas Prairie and in the Oliver Gulch
and Irving Flat areas.

Nin^pio^

Figure 4.

Distributions of white-tailed deer and pronghorn antelope.
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Observations of animals and reports "by Indians were used to
distinguish mule deer distribution from that of white-tailed deer.
Mile deer are found across the entire Reservatiqn:

Oliver Gulch,

Irving Flats, Hog Heaven, Ferry Mountain, the Jocko Valley, the Missions,
Mill Creek, the Cabinets, Magpie Creek, Revais Creek, and Valley Creek.
(See appendix for a detailed discussion of mule deer distribution).

Mountain Goats
Mountain goat country is characterized by talus slopes and rug
ged, broken terrain, with cliffs, ledges and pinnacles (Brandborg, 1955)Migrations of goats from the higher summer range to the winter range at
lower elevations seem to be in.s response to snowfall, since it usually
occurs after the first heavy snow in the high country.

Ordinarily

mountain goats will winter on the lowest ranges that combine both pre
cipitous terrain and preferred forage (Brandborg, 1955)August is the best month for censusing mountain goats and de
fining their distribution.

Snow has melted about as much as it will

during the year, and kids can be often distinguished from adults
(Brandborg, 1955)*

In the Missions aerial observations in August and

September were the means used for locating goats.
Mountain goats occur frequently n^ar Harding Peak, around
Summit and Long Lakes above McDonald Lake.

Goats algo occupy the

cliffs n^rth of Mission Falls, and the broken terrain around Gray Wolf
Peak in the Jocko Range (Figure 6).
During the summer the goats are high -- along the crest of the
Mission Range.

They feed on the open slopes and hi^ mountain meadows

in the early mornings and late evenings.
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In the winter the goats moVe lower, frequenting bare, wind-blown
ledges or occupying slopes below the deep snow of the higher Missions.

Moose
In western Montana moosé commonly winter in river bottoms or
recently burned-over areas (Harry, 1957)°

Shrublands, especially willow,

constitute the most important habitat, for willow is, generally, the
principal food (Pimlott, 1958).
Seasonal movements occur over relatively short distances (Hosley,
19^9)-

Migration to the winter range is caused by deep snow making food

unavailable.

Since snow depths that would hinder cattle and elk do not

impede moose, travel in snow is usually not a problem (Kfewsom, 1937)»
Moose do not tend to yard up or congregate like many other mem
bers of the deer family, but are more likely to be solitary, or in
groups of two or three, even in winter (Hosley, 1949).
The distribution of goose (Figure 6) was determined from aerial
observations during the winter and from forage utilization and pellet
groups.
In the summer some moose are found high on the Basoo Divide that

I
marks the northern Reservation boundary, while others inhabit several
swamps along Mill Creek,

They winter in the Mill Creek basin, using

about the same wintering areas as elk.
Moose occur all along the Cabinet mountains from Mill Creek to
Camas Creek, particularly on the Dry Fork, Warm Spring Creek, Garden
Creek, and Camas Creek.
of the mountain range.
along stream drainages.

During the summer they are found near the top
Moos® winter on south-fading slopes and ridges
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On Magpie Creek, moose winter on the same areas as elk — on
somtherly slopes and lower ridges.

In the simmer some moose come down

out of the Magpie drainage to reach the large islands in the Flathead
River between Dixon and Perma.

Others go high up on the Magpie divide

during the summer.

Pronghorn Antelope
The pronghorn antelope is a plains dweller, and in Montana
occurs naturally only east of the Continental Divide (Einarsen, 1948).
It is commonly associated with sagebrush vegetation, since this species
is a principal part of its diet (Cole, 1956).
On the Reservation, 28 pronghorns were introduced into the
Oliver Gulch area (Figure 3) in 1950.

The plant was made on the ranch

of D. L, White, and the antelope are found on this ranch or in the
vicinity throughout most of the year.

During the summer months the

animals do travel somewhat onto adjoining land, and do disperse into
smaller groups, but nearly every winter they can be found on Mr, White's
ranch near the cattle he feeds.
According to Mr. White, the 28 animals increased to 43 by about
1959, but have gradually declined since that time.

Ify aerial census

in the fall of 1965 showed only 13 animals, which is the number Mr,
White observed throughout the fall and winter.

EMGE ANALYSIS

"in final analysis it is the range that determines the relative
abundance or scarcity of the deer" (Taylor; 1956).
for all big game animals.

The same is true

These wild mammals must have food and shelter

-- the essentials of game habitat.

It is through range analysis that

the quality" or adequacy of the habitat for producing game can be de
termined.

For such an analysis of big game range information on the

vegetative composition, forage condition and utilization is needed.
Available winter forage is the most important factor determining
big game numbers on an area.

Since snow usually covers grasses and

forbS; shrubs are the principal food source available for deer, elk,
and moose.

Only a few shrub species are palatable and nutritious as

big game forage.

The abundance of these species determines the number

of animals that a range can support under proper use.
In analyzing the condition and trend of a range, and the degree
of forage utilization, "key species," or those species that are pre
ferred by game for food and are abundant on an area (Sampson, 1952),are
the species surveyed and measured.
"Key areas" are localities where winter concentrations of big
game animals occur -- where snow doesn't become too deep, where palat
able and nutritious browse plants (key species) and cover exist.

These

areas, selected by the animals, are the areas on which browse, especi
ally the key species, receives intensive use.
In the present study; range analysis of key areas was conducted
in April and May.

Browse condition and utilization could be easily de

termined since the new twig growth had not yet begun, and cattle were
38
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not turned out on the mountain ranges until June, so any winter and
spring browsing was attributed entirely to big game animals.
Seven different locations were chosen for range forage analysis.
Mill Creek, the Dry Fork, Magpie Creek, and the Jocko River were se
lected because these localities are important for big game and are
especially popular as hunting areas among the Indians.

Sites near

Evaro, Rainbow Lake, and north of McDonald Lake, less popular hunting
areas, were also studied for a comparison.
In each of these localities the sites with the heaviest apparent
use were found by a general examination -- observing pellet group densi
ties and use on the new growth of key forage species.

On these key

areas, botanical composition, forage condition and utilization, and
pellet group densities were measured.
Locations
Mill Creek, in the northwest corner of the Reservation,
drains a basin approximately six miles in diameter.

The vegetation is

predominantly ponderosa pine, but Douglas-fir and western larch dominate
the moister sites.

Mj-ch of the area was logged and burned in the 1950's

and lodgepole pine reproduction has invaded these deforested areas.
Serviceberry, evergreen ceanothus, and kinnikinnick were the dominant
shrubs;

Idaho fescue and pine grass were the dominant grasses.

Range

analysis was conducted on the south-facing side of the basin.
The Dry Fork drainage, located west of Lonepine, was logged in
the 1950's.

The vegetation comprises a ponderosa pine/serviceberry associ

ation with kinnikinnick, evergreen ceanothus, and serviceberry as dominant
shrubs.

Dominant grasses are bluebunch wheatgrass and pine grass.

Range transects were run on a site about two miles west of the Upper
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Dry Fork Reservoir on a south-facing slope and ridge.
Magpie Creek drains seven miles northwestward into the Flathead
River from the divide that marks the boundary on the southwest side of
the Reservation.

The vegetation is a pine/bitterbrush association that

was logged in the 19^0's.

Bitterbrush and kinnikinnick are the most

abundant shrubs, and rough fescue, Idaho fescue, and bluebunch wheatgrass dominate the grass cover.

Transects were run on the north side

of ]fegpie Creek on the southerly aspect of an open ridge.
The Jocko River and its three forks drain the southeast corner
of the Reservation.

The Jocko drainage includes ikk square miles of

forested land that had not been cut prior to I960, though limited se
lective logging is currently being done.

The vegetation type varies

but basically is a Douglas-fir/serviceberiy association.
kinnikinnick, and ninebark are the important shrubs;
pine grass are the major grass species.

Serviceberry,

elk sedge and

Range analysis was conducted

on the north side of the Middle Fork of the Jocko on a rather steep
south-facing slope, several miles below Lower Jocko Lake.
Forage utilization and condition were measured southwest of
Rainbow Lake on a south-facing slope and ridgetop.
the ridge was a pine/bitterbrush association;

The vegetation on

a Douglas-fir/service-

berry association constituted the vegetation on the slope.
Browse utilization and condition was checked on a south-facing,
unlogged slope several miles west of Evaro.

Ponderosa pine was in

association with serviceberry and ninebark.

Idaho fescue was the

dominant grass.
A site north of McDonald Lake was sampled to determine browse
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condition and utilization.

Serviceberry and chokecherry were the most

abundant shrubs in the pine/serviceberry association.

TABLE 1. Vegetation, logging, and fire characteristics for the seven
range analysis sites

Vegetation

Location

Mill Creek
Dry Fork
Magpie Creek
Jocko
Rainbow Lake
Evaro
McDonald Lake

History
Logging
Fire

Pine/Serviceberry
Pine/Serviceberry
Pine/Bitterbrush
Douglas-fir/Serviceberry
Pine/Bitterbrush
Pine/Serviceberry
Pine/Serviceberry

1950
1950
1940
1920
1940
None
None

Slash-burning

n
!»

»t
n

Forest fire-1961

ÎÏ

»»

None
None

Techniques
Botanical Composition.

To characterize the vegetation,type and relative

abundance of browse species on selected localities, four line-point
transects were run on each site.

Each transect lay along a 100-foot

steel tape stretched along the ground transversely across the slope.
The four transects were positioned down and across the slope in
a diagonal or staircase pattern.

The starting point of the first transect

was established by stepping off a randomly chosen number of paces from
the top of the slope (or upper limit of the key area).

The starting

points of the succeeding transects were selected by pacing transversely
and downhill a random number of paces.
At each foot mark a "hit" occurred and was recorded by species
if any part of the crown area of a plant was in contact with a vertical
line through that mark.

At any foot mark, more than one hit was possible

in vegetation types with several layers of plant cover.
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utilization and Condition Surveys. Forage and current year's utilization
were measured on each key area.

The closest-plant method (Cole, 1958)

was used in selecting browse plants for examination.

An individual

plant of the key species was selected randomly as a starting point.
From this individual plant the course direction was chosen (transversely
across the slope) and the next closest key browse plant within an arc
of 180° was selected, then from this plant the next closest plant, etc.
across the slope, until enough plants had been sampled (usually 25-30).
Trails, roads, bedding grounds and any other areas that bias use data
were avoided.
Each browse plant of the key species was first placed in a form
class according to the degree of growth modification, or hedging, caused
by the previous year's browsing.

Then the current year's utilization

was estimated by determining the percent of available (above snow depth
yet within reach of the animal, about two to seven feet above the
ground) leaders that had been browsed.
Current use percentages were grouped into the following utili
zation indices:
Utilization
index

Range of
Percent used

0

no use

5

1-10

25

10-40

50
70
90

4o-6o
60-80
80-100

Depending on which was dominant on each area, either bitterbrush or servieeberry was used as the key winter browse species.

On

some areas secondary browse species were checked if they occurred abun
dantly and were used significantly.
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Leader use estimates reflect the intensity of use on browse
during the past winter.

For nearly all browse species in western

Montana a use of 50 percent of the leaders (the current year's growth
on each twig) is considered "proper use" -- that degree of use that
will maintain the forage and soil in good condition, or will improve
those ranges not in good condition.

If more than 50 percent of the

current year's growth is browsed year after year, the plant vigor, re
production, and growth will be affected, and its health will decline,
reducing forage yield.

A plant in poor health cannot compete success-

fully with unpalatable plant species, and will eventually be replaced
by these less desirable species (Sampson, 1952).
Forage condition is reflected by game use during two or more
preceding winters (Cole, 1958).

Degree of hedging classes, or form

classes, when used as indices of intensity of past utilization, reflect
forage condition.
Œhe Forest Service, Region 1, uses the following index to classify
browse condition (Forest Service, 1963):
Good condition -- 0 - 20 percent of plants in form class 3
Fair condition -- 20- 30 percent of plants in form class 3
Poor condition -- 30-100 percent of plants in form class 3
Pellet Group Counts.

Harris (1958) states that pellet group counts are

a supplemental^ indicator of degree of use by big game animals, and that
forage removal can be correlated with the specific game animals using
key areas.
In this study pellet group counts were used to identify which
big game species used the wintering areas and to estimate the relative
forage consumption by each.

kk

The pellet count plots were established from the same line
transects used for botanical composition, the plots defined by a rect
angle 6.5 feet on each side of the steel tape and 99 feet long.

Current

year pellet groups within this plot were recorded as elk, moose, or
deer.

Little difficulty was encountered in distinguishing pellets of

the current winter, since current winter and spring pellets are dis
tinctive from those of the previous summer and winter (Marie, 1951)As in the utilization surveys these transects were not run on
or across trails, roads, or bedding grounds or any other areas that were
not representative of the key area as a whole.
Eie plot, 99 feet by 13 feet, equals 3/200 acre.

Sy expanding

the number of pellet groups in the plots to an acre basis and dividing
that number by 13, the defecation rate of deer, elk, and moose per day
(ETberhardt and Tan Etten, 1958;

Hosley, 19^9j

Weff, et a^., 1965),

the relative numbers of big game species using the key areas could be
estimated in terms of days'-use for each species.
From the relative numbers of each species wintering on an area,
the relative quantity of forage taken by each species could be estimated.
It must be remembered that there is tremendous variation in size of in
dividuals within species, so nutritional requirements vary from animal
to animal.

Time of year, severity of winter, type of activity, browsing

habits, reproductive condition (e.g. pregnant females) are al.l highly
variable factors that result in variable consumption, both within species
and among species.

Trying to arrive at a forage or nutritional require

ment figure for a "typical." deer, elk, or moose is, then, very difficult
tPengelly, 1966).

However, Stoddart and Smith (.19^3) give an approximate
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ratio of 1:3:5 forage-consumption-equivalents per day for deer, elk,
and moose respectively.

Other studies substantiate this relationship.

French, e;fc al. (1956) found that a 150-200 pound deer eats about 8-10
pounds of browse per day.

Hungerford (1952) fed elk a browse diet and

found that elk eat about the equivalent of 25 pounds of fresh browse
per day.

Hosley (19^9) writes that moose eat 50-60 pounds of browse

per day during winter months.
The relative quantity of browse taken by the big game species
on an area can be estimated by multiplying the days'-use times the
forage-consumption-equivalent for each species.

Results
Botanical Composition.

Table 2 expresses the vegetative composition of

four areas in terms of canopy coverage.

Only the dominant shrubs and

grasses are listed.
Either bitterbrush or serviceberry was among the dominant shrub
species on three areas (Table 2).

On the Dry Fork, though, neither of

these species was predominant on the site.

However, serviceberry and

bitterbrush were used as key species because they incurred the winter
game use.
Forage Utilization.
cality.

Table 3 shows the percent leader use in each lo

The average current year's utilization on servieeberiy on the

Reservation was 38-9 percent;

the average use on bitterbrush was 43.%

percent.
Mill Creek had the highest utilization with 73°8 percent use on
both willow and serviceberry.
percent on serviceberry.

The Jocko also had high use with 64.9

Utilization on serviceberry was lightest at
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TABLE 2.

Canopy coverage of dominant shrubs and grasses for four key areas

^ Canopy
Coverage

'jo Canopy
Coverage

Dominant
Grasses

Location

Dominant
Shrubs

Mill Creek

Kinnikinnick
Serviceberry

IT-3
16.0

Idaho fescue
Pine grass

Dry Fork

Kinnikinnick
Ceanothus

35.2
26.7

Pine grass
Bluebunch wheatgrass

Magpie Creek

Bitterbrush

46.1

Rough fescue
Idaho fescue

Jocko

Serviceberry
Kinnikinnick

24.0
12.9

Elk sedge

11.3
11.3
2.4
1.8
11.3
9.6
3.2

Evaro at 10 percent.
Highest utilization on bitterbrush was 55-8 percent near Rainbow
Lake.
If 50 percent leader is considered the level of proper use, two
areas would be over-browsed -- the Jocko (on serviceberry) and Mill Creek
(on both serviceberry and willow).

Optimum use, or less, occurred on all

other areas.
Forage Condition.

An average of 22.7 percent of the serviceberry plants

were in form class 3 (Table 3) and the average for bitterbrush was 12.7
percent plants in class 3The most severe condition was on Mill Creek where 35 percent of
the pla,nts were in form class 3; and on the Dry Fork where 33 percent of
the ser^riceberry plants were in class 3-

Serviceberry at McDonald Lake

was in the best condition with no plants in class

3

and

8o

percent in

class 1.
Bitterbrush was in the poorest condition at Rainbow Lake where
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TABLE 3class.

Percent of leaders "browsed and percent of plants in each form

Locations &
Species

# Plants
Checked

Mill Creek
Willow
Serviceberry

^ Leaders
Browsed

1

or

J1 in Form Class
2 or 5
3 or 6

4

20
10

48
53.3

32
36.7

60
90

33
10

25
30

73.8
73.8

30
15

31.1
48.2

G.6
.
0

Magpie Creek
Bitterbrush

65

32.1

44.6

49.2

6.2

Jocko
Serviceberry
Chokecherry

35
15

64.9
29.3

31.4
4o

57.1
53.3

11.4

Rainbow L.
Bitterbrush

20

50.8

30

35

35

McDonald L.
Serviceberry

15

20

60

4o

0

Evaro
Serviceberry

15

5

90

10

0

Dry Fork

Serviceberry
Bitterbrush

6.7

52.9 percent of the plants fell into class 3.
Pellet Group Counts -

Table 4 gives the estimates of specific big game

wintering densities for four areas.

It should be noted that both elk

and deer pellets were observed but not recorded at McDonald Lake,
Rainbow Lake, and Evaro.
Moose, elk, and deer wintered on three of the key areas studied
-- Mill Creek, Dry Fork, and Magpie Creek (Table

4).

Only elk and

deer wintered on the other areas.
According to pellet counts, wintering moose densities were
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Pellet counts and calculated animal-use-days for four areas

Ave. no.
Pellets per
Transect

Game
Species

Location

Groups
Per Acre

Animal
Use-Days
Per Acre

Mill Creek
deer
elk
moose

2
1
.25

132
66
16

10
5
1.2

deer
elk
moose

1
.50
•75

66
33
49

5.1
2.5
3.8

deer
elk
moose

1-5
T-5
• 75

98
494
49

7.5
38
3.8

deer
elk

2.75
5.75

182

14
29.1

Dry Fork

Magpie Creek

Jocko

378

highest on the Dry Fork and Magpie Creek^ both areas having
use days per acre.

3»T

animal

The highest elk density was on Magpie Creek at 38

elk-use days per acre.

Wintering deer numbers were highest in the Jocko

at l4 deer-use days per acre.
•I5ie relative quantity of forage consumed by each big game species
is given in Table 5-

Elk consumed half or more of the browsed forage

on three areas, the Jocko, Magpie and Mill Creek.

Moose took more

forage than did elk or deer on the Dry Fork.

Range Analysis of Each Area
On Mill Creek approximately 30 percent or more of the plants
of both serviceberry and willow were in form class 3; indicating that
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Percent of total utilization by each big game species

Game
Species

Location

Animal-Use
Days Per Acre

Forage Use*
Factor

J} Forage
Consumption

Mill Creek
deer
elk
moose

10

deer
elk
moose

5
2.5
3.T

5
1.2

10

32.2

15
6

48.4
19.4

5
7.5

16.1

Dry Fork

24.2
59.7

18.5

Magpie Creek
deer
elk
moose

7-5
38
3.7

7.5
114

deer
elk

14

14

29.1

87.3

5.4
81.4
13.2

18.5

Jocko

13.8
86.2

*Forage Use Factor is obtained by multiplying days' use/acre
times the Forage-consumption Equivalent (See text).

the condition of both browse species was fair to poor.
year's utilization of each exceeded the optimum.

The current

The pellet counts

indicate that deer were the most numerous species using the browse,
but elk apparently consumed the most forage -- nearly half of that
browsed.
On the Dry Fork serviceberiy was the more abundant of the two
key browse species, but bitterbrush was more heavily used -- 48.2 per
cent as compared to 31-1 percent on servieeberry.
was less than the proper use standard.

Use on both species

With only 9 percent of the

bitterbrush plants falling into form class 3; this browse species was
in good condition.

But 33 percent of the serviceberiy plants were
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class 3; so this species was classed as fair to poor condition.
A near optimum level of forage utilization probably had been
maintained in this locality.

Moose did most of the browsing, although

deer were the most numerous wintering species.
On Magpie Creek, bitterbrush is in good condition, as indicated
by only 9 percent of the plants falling into form class 3.

"Ehe 32 per

cent leader use suggests that moderate game use continued during the
1964-65 winter.

According to the pellet counts, elk were the heaviest

browsers of this area, both in numbers and in volume consumed, although
moose and deer also wintered there.
On the Jocko both browse species, serviceberry and chokecherry
were in good condition with only 11.4 percent and 6.7 percent of the
plants, respectively, falling into form class 3-

The 29-3 percent use

on chokecherry indicates that game preferred serviceberry on this
wintering area, and that chokecherry supplemented serviceberry as a
browse species.

Elk provided the most browsing on the forage, and

were also about twice as numerous as deer.
The site near Rainbow Lake was in poor condition, with 52.9
percent of the bitterbrush plants falling into form class 3percent current year's utilization was near proper use.

The 55-8

Both elk and

deer used this wintering area.
Near Evaro game use was less than 10 percent on serviceberry.
Most plants (90 percent) were in form class 1;

none were in class 3-

From a general examination of pellet groups, deer were apparently the
principal browsers, although some elk use did occur on the higher
slopes.
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Browse north of McDonald Lake was in,good condition.
10 percent of the serviceberiy plants were in class 3;
serviceberry was 20 percent.

Less than

current use on

Again, "by general inspection, deer and

elk were the big game species using this area.

Data from the Montana Fish and Game
Range analysis data of the Reservation were compared with those
of the Montana Fish and Game Department on game ranges (subject to
state hunting regulations) near the Reservation, obtained from permanent
transects established by state game biologists to measure forage con
dition and utilization.
Because the severity of winters varies, game animals may con
centrate in different areas from one winter to another, and so key
areas in a locality will vary from year to year.

Since the Fish and

Game puts its permanent transects on those sites that most frequently
receive the highest degree of use, the heaviest game use in any one year
may not be on the sites of the transects.

Thus utilization data for

the winter of 1964-65 may not represent the heaviest game use in a lo
cality (Jansen, 1964).

Moreover, many of the transects were put on

key deer areas, which did not necessarily coincide with key elk areas,
and these transects, then, provide data only for deer (Couey, 1966).
Despite the likelihood that some of the Fish and Game transects
may not have recorded the heaviest use in a locality, the average current
utilization ('Table 6) on serviceberry was 72.8 percent.
brush averaged 73 percent.

Use on bitter-

Though several areas were moderately or

even lightly used, the averages of 73 percent are far in excess of the
50 percent proper use level.
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On the Fish and Game transects, 37-3 percent of the serviceberry plants were in form class 3; reflecting a generally poor con
dition.

On the other hand, bitterbrush was in good condition as in

dicated by 16 percent of the plants falling into class 3•

IIAELE 6. A comparison of percent leader use and form classes for the
Pish and Game and on the Eeservation

Species

Percent
Leader Use

% Form Classes
1

2

3

Reservation
Serviceberry
Bitterbrush

38.9
43.7

23
37

55
51

23
13

Serviceberry
Bitterbrush

72.8

1
0

62

73.0

84

37
16

Fish and Game

Table 6 shows the comparative data from the Reservation and
from Fish and Game transects near the Reservation.

Current big game

use off the Reservation was far more intensive than that on the
Reservation.

Past utilization, as reflected by form classes, was much

heavier off the Reservation than on, thus the forage off the Reservation
was in poorer condition.

Discussion
With the exception of two areas, the leader use on those areas
surveyed was at or below the 50 percent standard considered proper use.
Several areas had use well within the proper use level:
32 percent;

Evaro, 10 percent;

Magpie Creek,

McDonald Lake, 20 percent.

The two localities with overbrowsing were Mill Creek and the
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Jocko.

On Mill Creek both serviceberry and willow were used heavily --

73-8 percent use on each.

This locality had overuse on two species,

indicating a serious excess of game animals in relation to the avail
able forage.
Because the Jocko and Mill Creek were overbrowsed, an ocular
examination in these two areas was made in the fall of I965 after the
cattle had been removed, to determine what summer use cattle had made
of the browse.

Less than 5 percent use was found in either area.

Using the Forest Service classification, browse was in poor
condition in three localities -- serviceberiy on the Dry Fork and Mill
Creek, and bitterbrush at Rainbow Lake, for 33 percent, 36.7 percent,
and 35 percent respectively, of the plants were in /form class 3, in
dicating animals were too numerous in previous years for the amount of
forage available.
The browse of the other localities was in good condition^ with
no more than 20 percent of the plants in any one area in class 3»

Game

populations of these areas are and have been within the carrying capacity
of the winter range.
The four localities extensively hunted -- Mill Creek, Magpie
Creek, Dry Fork, and Jocko -- are those that had the heaviest game use,
both past and present, indicating higher game populations relative to
available forage.
Zze key areas analyzed by the Fish and Game adjacent to the
Reservation showed a general overuse by big game.

The browse was in

poor condition from use in previous years, and current use during the
1964-65 winter was also in excess of proper use.

The key areas on the
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Reservation^ by contrast, were generally in good condition and current
use was moderate within the proper use level.

Even the heaviest used

areas on the Reservation had no more utilization than the average use
on adjacent land.

HUNTING OF RESERVATION BIG GAME

There exists, of course, a great difference in the amount of
hunting done by Indians.
only occasionally;

Some Indians don't hunt at all;

others hunt

still others depend on game for meat, and hunt

frequently.

Random Sample
To get an idea of the total hunting effect, a random sample
of Indian families was selected from the tribal rolls --a listing of
all members of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribe, their
ages, degree of Indian blood, etc.

The heads of families, designated

as such on the tribal rolls, were numbered, and a sample of 51 families
residing on the Reservation was drawn by use of a table of random
numbers.

Additional families were drawn as alternates to be substi

tuted whenever a family of the first 51 could not be located.

This sample of 51 was stratified into 3 groups, with 17 fami
lies in each;

Group

Range of percent
of Indian Blood

0-3/8
3/8-5/8
5/8-4/4

Quarter-bloods
Half-bloods
Pull-bloods

Of the 5,300 total membership in the Tribe, 2,700 live within
the Reservation boundaries.

Since the 51 families, comprising 166

persons, were drawn from only those 2,700 Indians living on the
Reservation, the sample was 6.h percent of the Reservation inhabitants,
large enough to provide a reliable statistical analysis (Reinhardt,

1966 ).
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I interviewed each family personally rather than mailing
questionnaires.

I felt that by visiting each family in person, ex

plaining what my purpose was, and confronting the people while
questioning them, that the information would be reasonably accurate.
Indians are often quite skeptical of whites generally, and
they are more so when asked questions, especially about their hunting.
A big fear of these Indians is that they will lose their traditional
hunting rights, which for many is a means of livelihood.

They usually

were suspicious of my purpose at first, and I had to emphasize that
this was not connected with the Tribal Council or the Tribal Agency,
but that it was an independent study for a Master's degree.
After explaining my study, I would ask about wildlife and big
game in general and would finally ask specific questions about how
much hunting the family did, how many animals they killed in a year's
time.

I also tried to get information on what time of year they

hunted or preferred to hunt, where they hunted, and whether or not
they depended on game for meat.

I was usually well received and nearly

all the Indians seemed interested, and were willing to answer my
questions.
Table 7 gives the data for the sample of 51 families.

These

families kill about 28 elk and 149 deer per year, for an average annual
big game kill of .55 elk and 2.2 deer per family (the family size
averaged 3.2 members).
The proportion of harvest by each of the three blood groups is
also given in Table J.

The quarter-bloods as a whole shoot more elk

than do those Indians of the other two groups combined.

Since they are
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Numbers of elk and deer killed by the three blood groups

Blood
Group

KLk

Deer

Full-blood

5 (.3)*

73 (4.3)

Half-blood

6 (.35)

2h

Total

78 (4.6)

(1 .4)

Quarter-blood

IT (1.0)

52 (3.1)

Total

28 (•55)

149 (2.2)

30 (1.75)
69 (4.1)
177 (3.47)

* Average kills per family are given in parentheses.

the most numerous of the three blood groups^ they provide a principal
part of the Reservation elk kill.
The occurrence in the sample of several hunters who kill very
large quantities of game gives a skew distribution of harvest.

To

eliminate some of the skewness, Dr. Reinhardt (I966) suggested trans
forming the data by changing each datum to its square root, a method
Snedecor (1956) also describes as a standard procedure for such skew
data.
Tables 8 and 9 show the analysis of variance of elk and deer
for the three blood groups using the square roots of the variates.

The

F-test indicates that there is no significant difference among the three
groups of families in numbers of elk or deer killed annually.
I expected a correlation between the number of animals killed
and the degree of blood of each group^ believing the full-bloods to do
more hunting (as discussed later in this chapter).

The mean of the full-

bloods was higher than that of either of the other two groups, but since

the middle group, the half-bloods, averaged far below both the quarter
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and full-tloods in total animals killed, no correlation existed "between
the number of animals killed and the degree of blood.
The correlation "between the size of family and number of ani
mals killed was determined and the correlation coefficient of -797 in
dicates some correlation.
Projection of the annual kill figures from the sample to the
entire Reservation gives an annual "big gam.e harvest of hhO elk and
2,4lO deer, or 2,850 total animals.
If deer and elk populations on the Reservation were stable,
they would have to number about 7,000 and 1,500 respectively, to
sustain this kill, assuming 30-35 percent as a good annual population
increment.
Since the full-blood population is known to be about 300, I
projected the sample data of the full-bloods on the basis of a total
population of 300.

The total full-bloods would shoot 2k elk, 350

deer, or 37^ total animals.
Four types of families occurred in the sample;
1) an Indian woman married to a non-Indian man.
2) a woman as household head (with children).
3) a man as household head (with wife and/or children)

4) a single individual.
nSiose families in which an Indian woman was married to a nonIndian man generally did little hunting on the Reservation.

The children

often were not eligible, and the white husband cannot accompany Ms wife
or children when they hunt.
Where a woman was head of the household, because she was di
vorced or widowed, the family was likely to hunt more often than the
above family type, but less so than those families with a man as family
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Analysis of varlariQe for Indian elk harvest

Source of
variance

df.

Total

50

21.899

Group

2

.33

.167

Residual

U8

21.556

.449

Fg = .167/.449 = .372;

TAELE 9-

MS

F.05 = 3.19

Analysis of variance for Indian deer harvest

Source of
variance

df.

Total

50

88.868

Group

2

7.249

3.625

Residual

48

8I.619

1.700

3.625/1.700=2.09;

head.

88

SS

MS

F.05 = 3.19

Although economic need may have caused a need for hunting, re

latively little hunting was done, probably because there was no man to
take the responsibility.

What hunting did occur in these families was

usually done by older sons.
Those families in which men were heads did the major part of
the Reservation hunting.

In these cases, having a man to do the

hunting was probably a major factor affecting frequent hunting.
A large number of families consisted of only one person -- the
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household head.

IVfeny Indian women and men live alone;

other "house

hold heads" are dependent upon another person or family.

Many of these

persons, listed on the tribal rolls as "being a family of one, are in
valid, or very old, and do live with other Indians.

But since many of

these single Indians are hunters they do contribute to the Reservation
game harvest.
There are some Indians who kill an immense amount of game each
year.

One hunter kills a deer each week;

about seven elk each year;

another shoots 30 deer and

still another takes about 17 elk per year.

Some of these hunters are men with large families that depend on game
for meat to feed their families.

Others are hunters who just enjoy

hunting and give the meat away to friends, especially those unable to
hunt.

Quite often people are forced by economics to kill a large number

of game animals because they are unemployed or hold seasonal or un
skilled jobs.
Those Indians depending on game to feed their families are
"meat hunters," and so are not concerned with aspects of hunting
usually associated with "sport hunting," taking trophy animals, etc.
Since getting game is very important to these people, they go out for
the express purpose of hunting game;

they cannot depend on the chance

of just happening to see a deer or elk while they are in the forests
for some other reason.
A large portion of the game is killed by families that shoot
one or two elk and eight to ten deer each year.

Among these families,

there is a lot of sharing freshly killed meat with neighbors, friends,
and relatives.

Quite often these families do not have freezers or

lockers and cannot keep much meat at one time.
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White Poaching
Poaching of big game by whites is a serious point of aggravation
among Indians.

Most claim white poaching is quite prevalent.

As would

be expected, most instances of whites hunting big game on the Reservation
are reported to occur near the boundaries, particularly on the northern
boundary, near Evaro, and in the Jocko.
There were several verified incidents of white poaching during
the period of this study.

During the summer of 196$, several white

teenagers shot a mountain goat north of McDonald Lake.

A white man

killed a white-tailed deer near Blue Bay on the east shore of Flathead
Lake.

Two meii were arrested for shooting elk on the Reservation near

Perma, and were subsequently prosecuted and fined.
One difficulty the Tribal Council has in deterring non-Indian
poaching is in having only two Reservation p.aw enforcement officers,
whose duties include enforcement of all the Tribal code of regulations
including game laws.

Moreover, violators of the regulation prohibiting

V hunting by persons not members of the Tribe cannot be tried in the
Tribal court, but must be arrested by a state Fish and Game warden and
prosecuted in state courts.
While consensus among the Indians is that poaching by whites
is frequent and serious, their poaching probably has no significant
effect on the Reservation game populations.

This belief is supported

by Robert Lambeth, Fish and Game Warden in Poison (who has long ex
perience with Reservation game matters) and at least one former member
of the Tribal Council.

Both of these men believe non-Indian hunting is

not serious enough to affect Reservation big game populations.
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Seasons of Hunting
There are two peak periods of Indian,hunting during the year,
in the fall, and in the spring.

Nearly all Indian hunters stated that

they hunt mostly in the fall and into the early winter.
offer two reasons for hunting at this time:

The Indians

the animals are in good

physical condition, and the pressure of white hunting during the
regular Montana game season on the adjacent areas pushes big game
animals on the Reservation.
Just how much effect outside hunting actually has on moving
game animals onto the Reservation is not kn^wn.
Ihe other peak period of Indian hunting — spring, is difficult
to corroborate.

Everyone mentions spring hunting as making up a sub

stantial portion of the big game kill, but few Indians ever admitted
hunting in the spring.

Nearly all Indians implicated other hunters as

hunting during the spring months.
Spring hunting is denounced by Indians because the animals are
in their poorest physical condition, having just endured the rigors of
winter, and because cows and does are killed 'just before calving and
fawning time.

Probably, however, reproduction is not seriously affected

by spring hunting, for winter hunting and most fall hunting will result
in the killing of pregnant females anyway, since the rutting season for
elk is September-October (Murie, 1951), and that of deer is in November
and December (White, 1956).
During my range analysis work and aerial "green grass" elk counts
in the spring of 1965, I was able to verify that spring hunting on the
Reservation is extensive.

In the late afternoon and early evening, both
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while I was driving on the logging roads and truck trails ^ and while
I was flying, I saw many cars on the forest roads, and Indians out
hunting.
Spring hunting is extensive probably because big game animals
are quite accessible at this time.

Since most snow has melted, the

roads are open to vehicles, and the animals are still on the lower
winter range, grazing on the new green growth of foliage and grass.
Occasionally, mention was made of elk fetuses being considered a deli
cacy by Indians.

Whether much spring hunting is done for this reason

is not known.

Status of Reservation Hunting
In the pre-white time, good hunters were highly respected by
the Indians (Teit, 1930), for taking plenty of game symbolized prowess
and skill in an activity contributing to the survival of the tribe.
Today the situation is somewhat different.

The Indian culture

has yielded to that of the whites, the numbers of full-bloods has be
come very low, and there has been a striking dilution of Indian blood
in general.

A majority of Indians are of less than 50 percent Indian

blood, and have become part of the white culture.
Since most Reservation hunting is meat hunting (out of economic
necessity for food), it reflects a lack of success in incorporating into
the white culture.

Thus, killing big game, especially many animals, is

scorned by many Indians and whites living on the Reservation.
However, many of the full-bloods, or those nearly so, still de
pend on game for meat.

They are good hunters who take pride, not only

in their success in hunting, but also in utilizing all the meat, leaving
little to go to waste.

EFFECTS OF INDIM HUNTING

Indian hunting seems effective in controlling the elk and deer
populations on the Reservation/.

The less than optimum utilization on

the browse; the good condition of the forage, and the substantial pro
jected kill estimates from the random saiqple are evidence that Indians
are keeping the game populations below the carrying capacity of the
Reservation range.
This Reservation hunting is effective as a big game population
check because of:
1)
2)
3)
4)

extensive Indiarij- hunting
no limits as to number of animals allowed per hunter
the accessibility of game ranges throughout the year
the vulnerability of animals in spring.

Because many Indians are unemployed, or hold only seasonal,
unskilled jobs, dependency on wild game for meat is not uncommon.
Hunting for meat, then, is a major activity, for at least half of the
Indian families hunt on the Reservation.
Since there are no limits on the number of animals allowed each
hunter, Indians often shoot many animals at one time.

Frequently a

hunter will kill five or six deer, or two or three elk at a time.
Serious elk hunters sometimes shoot five or six elk from one herd.

So,

in .addition to hunting frequently, Indians often take substantial num
bers in a single hunt.
With the exception of the higher Mission slopes, nearly all the
Reservation is accessible by vehicle.

Truck trails and logging roads

allow travel over most of the forested land, ir^cluding the higher
mountain areas.

Most of the Indian hunting is done from cars, or at

6k
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least near roads.
The vulnerability of game in the spring has been previously
discussed.

Undoubtedly^ hunting at this time of year has a significant

effect on deer and elk populations because of the ready access to the
animals.
Generally^ Indians do very little hunting of moose, mountain
goats; or antelope.

Mountain goats are seldom hunted by Indians because

the broken; precipitous terrain makes goat hunting very difficult.

Only

a few goats are killed each year, mostly by young men or older boys.
Nearly all of those few moose killed each year are hunted along
the îlathead River, where the moose summer on the islands between Dixon
and Perma.

Reservation moose populations as a whole are not affected

by Indian hunting.
Antelope are not hunted extensively on the Reservation, but
because the population comprises only one small introduced herd, their
numbers appear to be seriously affected by Indian hunting.

Residents

of the area (Oliver Gulch) claim that the decline in number from 43 to

13

is due to Indian hunting.

DISCUSSION

A history of expanding farming^ livestock grazing, and irri
gation has resulted in the removal of many acres of big game habitat.
Much of the land near the foot of the Missions and the mountain slopes
west of Hot Springs has been cleared of shrubs and trees and converted
to farm land.

Over-grazing by livestock has depleted grass vegetation

in some areas, especially on and near Camas Prairie.
One land use has helped improve big game habitat.

The 20 million

board feet of lumber cut each year, plus the subsequent slash burning,
has opened up many timber stands.

Since shrubs often establish on these

cut-over areas, logging on big game wintering areas can be very bene
ficial to game in providing increased winter forage.
However, this stage of shrub growth does not always occur.
According to the Agency Forest Supervisor, the principal timber species
on the Reservation is ponderosa pine.

On the moister ponderosa pine

sites (jxDnderosa pine/snowberry associations) pine seedlings often re
establish very quickly on cut-over areas.

On these moist sites the

serai shrubs either do not occur, or are quickly replaced by the rapidly
growing pine reproduction.

The benefit to wildlife in these pine stands

lasts less than five years.
Much of the Reservation logging is valuable to big game.

On

drier forest sites, ponderosa pine/serviceberry and ponderosa pine/
bitterbrush associations, removal of part of the stand does result in
subsequent shrub growth dominating the understory for 15 years or more.
Logging and slash burning in the 19^0's and 1950's on lower, south-
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facing slopes on the Dry Fork and Magpie Creek provided good stands of
•browse plants.
The logging on Mill Creek in the 1950's in a Douglas-fir stand
resulted in a dense stand of evergreen ceanothuS; an important forage
plant for big game.
Most of the tribal land is around the periphery of the Reserv
ation, coinciding closely with the general distribution of elk and mule
deer.

The Tribe regulates the livestock grazing and timber cutting on

these tribal lands through permits and leases.

Because livestock num

bers are controlled and the grazing is from June 1 to October 15^ little
livestock damage to game forage occurs, for livestock are seldom allowed
to overgraze their preferred grass species, and need not use browse
plants for forage.
The average overall utilization of browse by wintering game was
38 percent on serviceberry and 4-5 percent on bitterbrush.

Considering

50 percent leader use as an optimum level that maintains browse plants
in good vigor, the Reservation big game use is below this allowable
rate.

Big game populations, then, are within the overall carrying

capacity of the range.
The utilization figures for the Reservation are striking when
compared to that of the Fish and Game -- 73 percent.

Reservation game

populations, relative to the available forage are far below those off
the Reservation.

The projected kill figures of 44o elk and 2,4lO deer

for the Reservation seem to corroborate that Indian hunting, extensive
and unlimited, is responsible for maintaining game numbers within the
carrying capacity.
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The Indians are not killing off all the big game animais^
however»

In fact, two areas. Mill Creek and the Jocko, are over-

browsed,

Both these areas are popular with the Indians as hunting

areas, probably because the animals are more numerous than on other
areas,
Moose may complicate the analysis in those areas they occupy.
These animals consume large volumes of forage and in some localities
they take the bulk of the forage that is used. This animal^ rarely
hunted by the Indians, is consuming large quantities of browse and con
tributing heavily to the overbrowsing of the Mill Greek region.
A major part of the Reservation big game harvest is ly a few
hunters,

Only about $0 percent of all the families hunt at all, and

most of these take only a few animals per year*
of hunters less than 10 percent ($ of
taken.

$1)

According to my sample

shoot over half the deer

Only two families of the $1 accounted for nearly half of the

elk shot.

These men hunt seriously, for their families are often

dependent on the meat for food.
Most often those families that do hunt shoot about one elk and
three to five deer each year»

This is enough meat for one year, even

if game is the only kind of meat eaten.
Those families that take great numbers of game animals either
keep it in freezers or lockers, or give it away»
The larger families take more game than those families with
fewer members for the correlation coefficient of o797 shows a signi
ficant correlation*
Some further Reservation studies could contribute to the know
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ledge of big game animsJ-s.

Obtaining herd composition information --

cow:calf ratios, bull:cow ratios, etc. would certainly provide a better
understanding of the effects of Reservation hunting on big game.
The year-round harvest of elk and deer could provide excellent
information on game food habits throughout the year.
Observing the movements of animals onto and off the Reservation
as a response to hunting pressure could be studied.

SUMMAIiï

The 5,300 members of the Confederated Sallsh and Kootenai Tribe
are allowed to hunt big game on the Flathead Reservation all year long.
They also have no limits on the number of animals that can be killed.
Only members of the tribe have this privilege;

non-members are not

allowed to hunt Reservation big game at any time.
The only restrictions placed on the Indians prohibit the use
of artificial light;, and selling of meat, either on or off the Reserv
ation.
This study was started in 1964 to try to obtain general big
game information on the Reservation and to learn what effects the un
limited year-long hunting had on the Reservation big game populations.
In pre-white times, big game was apparently at least moderately
plentiful.

David Thompson, about the first white man into the Flathead

country in I809, and Alexander Ross, in l824, were able to feed large
companies of people from wild game.

In addition to what they shot,

these early fur traders recorded seeing many big game animals in north
western Montana, including the Flathead Valley.
Changes in land use have accounted for the present reduction
in big game habitat.

Extensive livestock grazing, both on the grassland

prairies and in the open timberlands, has resulted in serious depletion
of range forage in many places.

Wot only have bunchgrasses been re

placed by undesirable forage species, but many of the shrubs have been
overbrowsed by livestock in the past.
Intensive farming practices have removed much of the game habi
tat, and irrigation projects have reduced deer cover and forage.

TO
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On the other hand; logging and Christmas tree cutting have bene
fitted big game by opening up forested lands, allowing shrubs and grass
to increase on certain areas.
The present concentration of animals is mostly on the periphery
of the Reservation.

Mountain slopes form the boundaries of the Reserv

ation and these less accessible, less disturbed localities are preferred
habitat for elk and deer.

White-tailed deer and mule deer do occupy

areas of the interior of the Reservation, but these animals are more
subject to disturbance by humans.
Elk are found on about eight general localities:

Mill Creek,

the Cabinets, Hog Heaven, the Mission Range, the Jocko Valley, the IVfegpieRevais Creeks, Valley Creek to Evaro.

Elk summer generally in the higher

mountains; winter snows push them down to lower ranges in winter, usually
south-facing slopes and ridges.
Mile deer occur throughout the Reservation, using the same general
areas as elk, but also occupying areas near Big Arm-Jette Lake, on the
Irving Flats, in Oliver Gulch, west of Ronan, and west of Dixon on Ferry
Mountain.
Whitetails are found in most of the stream bottoms, using the
edges of the riparian vegetation and the coniferous forests for forage
and cover.

Valley Creek, the Jocko, Magpie Creek, Revais Creek, and Mill

Creek are good white-tailed deer areas.
Moose, seldom hunted, occur on Mill Creek, along the Cabinets
and on Magpie Creek.

In the summer they move to the Flathead River from

Ifegpie Creek and spend time on the large islands between Perma and Dixon.
Mountain goats are restricted to the Mission and Jocko Ranges.
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Particular areas where goats are frequently found are neax Gray Wolf
Peak; north of McDonald Lake^ and near the Mission Falls.
An introduced herd of antelope near Oliver Gulch increased from
the 28 head that were planted to 4-3 head, then have declined in number
to the present herd of 13 animals.
Seven localities were selected for range analysis studies.

On

four areas, Mill Creek, Dry Fork, Magpie Creek, and the Jocko, botani
cal composition transects, browse condition form classes, and current
year utilization surveys were made.

On three areas, forage condition

and utilization investigations were made.
Utilization studies showed an average current year use over the
Reservation of 38 percent on servieeberry and 45 percent on bitterbrush.
Use on specific localities varied from less than 5 percent near Evaro
to 76 percent on Mill Creek.

All but two areas. Mill Creek and the

Jocko, were utilized less than the 50 percent level considered proper
use.
Generally, forage on the Reservation was in good condition, in
dicating moderate or light use in the past.
One aspect that is certainly benefitting big game forage on the
Reservation is the cutting of Christmas trees and commercial timber and
the subsequent slash burning.

This logging has opened up many stands

of timber on the game winter ranges, and this activity along with the
fires of slash disposal have allowed stands of browse species to
establish on many of the key areas.
On many of the more moist ponderosa pine sites, pine reproduc
tion re-establishes quickly and there is either no serai shrub stage.
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or one remaining less than five years.

However^ on the drier, south-

facing slopes, shrubs dominate the understory for 10-20 years following
logging and slash burning.
Indian hunting on the Reservation varies from no hunting by one
family to the killing of 30 deer per year by another family.

To get

an idea of the total effect of Indian hunting, a random sample was se
lected, and each family was personally interviewed to try to learn how
much game was killed in a normal year.

The sample was divided into

three groups according to degree of Indian blood, each group having 17
families.

These three groups, full-bloods, half-bloods, and quarter-

bloods, were compared to one another as well as projecting total
Reservation big game harvest figures.
The 51 families shoot 28 elk and 14-9 deer per year.

Since the

sample comprised 166 persons of the 2,700 residing on the Reservation,
or 6.4 percent, the game kill of the total Reservation residents,
projected from the kill of the sample, becomes 44-0 elk and 2,4l0 deer
per year.

There was no significant difference among the three groups

in the number of game animals killed.
Four "types of families occurred in the sample:
man as household head;
individual;

2) a woman as household head;

l) an Indian
3) a single

3) an Indian woman married to a non-Indian man.

Those families with a man as head did much more hunting than
the others.

Undoubtedly this is because a man was able to take the

responsibility for hunting game.
There are a number of hunters that shoot a tremendous amount
of game each year.

Some shoot 25-30 deer per year;

others kill up to
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20 elk a year.

These highly successful hunters probably account for a

big portion of the Reservation big game harvest.
The Indians are extremely concerned about white poaching.

I

was able to verify several incidents of whites killing game on the
Reservation, but generally I feel that this poaching has little effect
on big game populations.
îlall and early winter is one peak period of Reservation hunting.
Indians offer as reasons for hunting at this time:

the animals are in

good physical condition, and the fall hunting on adjacent lands pushes
big game animals onto the Reservation.
The other peak period of hunting is in the spring.

Few Indians

ever admit to hunting in the spring, but nearly every Indian implicates
other hunters.

The condemnation of spring hunting arises mostly because

it occurs just before calving and fawning time and the Indians denounce
shooting females at this time.
Despite the strong feelings against spring hunting, much of it
does take place.

The game animals are most vulnerable at this time,

because they are on the lower wintering ranges, and the roads and
trails are free of snow, allowing easy travel in these areas.
There has been a change in the attitudes towards Reservation
hunting.

In pre-white time the hunter who frequently was successful

was admired and respected.

Now the influence of white culture and the

dilution of Indian blood has given hunting on the Reservation a de
grading status.

Wot having to hunt for meat signifies success in the

modern white culture.
This year-long hunting with no limits has been an effective
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factor in controlling big game populations.

The random sample at least

indicates that hunting is extensive and often intensive.

The range is

in good condition as a result of less browsing than could be allowed for
optimum use of the available forage.
The accessibility of the game because of roads, the vulnerability
of animals in the spring, and the pressures of economics necessitating
meat hunting, are the important factors resulting in a big Reservation
game harvest.
A point of contradiction arises, however, in the Jocko and on
Mill Creek.

In these two areas the Indians do much of their hunting,

yet both of these localities were overbrowsed by game.

The implication

is that deer and elk are plentiful in these areas, making them popular
as hunting areas.
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APPENDIX

8i
TABLE 10.

A list of common and scientific names of plants and animals

Mammals^

Beaver

Castor canadensis

Bighorn sheep

Ovis canadensis

Bison

Bison bison

Black bear

Ursus americanus

Caribou

Rangifer arcticus

Grizzly bear

Ursus horribilis

Marten

Martes americana
• Mustela vison

Mink
Moose

Alces americanus

Mountain goat

Oreamnus americana

Mole deer

Odocoileus hemionus

Pronghorn antelope

Antilocapra americana

Rocky Mountain elk

Cervus canadensis

White-tailed deer

Odocoileus virginiana

Wolverine

Gulo luscus

Roe deer^

Capreolus capreolus

2

Red deer

Cervus elaphus

litem p. L. Wright.
^Cockrum, E. L.

Check list of mammals of Montana.

1962.

Introduction to mammalogy.
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TAELE 10 (continued)
Birds^

Bald eagle

Haliacetus leucocephalus

Blue grouse

Dendragapus obscurus

Chukar partridge

Perdix graeca

Canada goose

Branta canadensis

Franklin grouse

Canachites canadensis

Golden eagle

Aguila chrysaetos

Hungarian partridge

Perdix perdix

Ring-necked pheasant

Phasianus colchicus

Ruffed grouse

Bonasa umbellus

Sage grouse

Centrocercus urophasianus

Sharp-tailed grouse

Pediocetes phasianellus

Whistling swans

Olor columbianus

Alpine fir

Abies lasiocarpa

Quaking aspen

Populus tremuloides

Douglas fir

Pseudotsuga menziesii

Engelmann spruce

Picea engelmannii

Grand fir

Abies grandis

Juniper

Juniperus scopulorum

Lodgepole

Plnus contorta

Ponderosa pine

Pinus ponderosa

Western larch

Larix occidentalis

Western red cedar

Thuja plicata

Trees^

^Davis, C. V.

1956.

1955 Check list of the birds of Montana.

^Davis, R. J.

1955.

Flora of Idaho.
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TABLE 10 (continued)
Shrubs^

Big sagebrush

Artemisia tridentata

Bitterbrush

Furshia tridentata

Buffaloberry

Shepherdia canadensis

Chokecherry

Erunus virginlana

Evergreen ceanothus

Ceanothus velutinus

Hawthorn

Craetagus douglasii

Huckleberry

Vaccinium spp.

Kinnikinnick

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi

Mockorange

Philadelphus lewisii

Mountain maple

Acer glabrum

Ninebark

Physocarpus malvaceus

Oceanspray

Holodlscus discolor

Oregon grape

Mahonia repens

Pachistima

Pachistima myrsinites

Redosier dogwood

Cornus stolonifera

Serviceberry

Amelanchier alnifolia

Snowberry

gymphoric arpo s albus

Willow

Salix spp.

^Morris, M- S., J. E. Schmautzand P. F. Stickney. 1962.
Winter field key to the native shrubs of Montana.
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TAJELE 10 (continued)
Grasses^ and Forbs^

Bitterroot

Levisia redlva

ELuebunch wheatgrass

Agropyron spicatum

Bluegrass

Poa, spp.

Camas

Camassia guamash

Cheatgrass

Bromus tectorum

Columbian needlegrass

Stipa Columbiana

Elk sedge

Carex geyeri

Junegrass

Koeleria cristata

Idaho fescue

Festuca idahoensls

Pine grass

Calamagrostis rubescens

Rough fescue

Festuca scabrella

Three-awn

Arlstida longiseta

I

^Eitchcock, A. S.

1950.

Manual of the grasses of the United

States.
^Davis^ R. J.

1955-

Flora of Idaho.
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TABLE 11.

Hunting data for the 17 full-blood families of the random sample

FamilyNumber
1

2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
l4
15
16
17

Blood
degree

k/k
h/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k
k/k

Familysize
4
11

6
5
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
7
7
1
5
4
63

average

TABLE 1 2 .

Family
Number

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Elk
kill
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
.29 /fam.

Deer
kill

Total
kill

25
10

26
11
5
4
0
5
7
0
0
0
3
1
4
2
0
5

k
k
0
5
6
0
0
0
2
1
k
2
0
5
5
73
4.3 /fam.

78
4.6/fam.

Hunting data for the 17 half-blood families of the sample

Blood
degree
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4
2/4

2/4
2/4
average

Family
size

Elk
kill

Deer
kill

13

2

4

8
6
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
53

0
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0_
6
.35 /fam.

0
8
2
0
0
5
3
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
1.4/fam.

Total
kill

6
0
10
3
0
0
5
4
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
3T
1.7 /fam.
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Hunting data for the 17 quarter-blood families of the sample

mi;
jnb'

35
36

37
38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51

Blood
degree
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4
average

Family
size
7
6
5

4
3
3
3

4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
50

Elk
kill
7
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17 ^
1-O/fam.

Deer
kill
30
5
0
0
0
1
0

4
0
10
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
52
3.l/fam.

Total
kill
37

8
0
0
0
1
0
5
0
16
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

69
4.o/f
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TABLE l4.

Outline of Reservation logging history

Jocko
1907-1909 - 12 million "board feet (mostly larch and pine)
1918-1920 - 30 million

"

"

1920

-

3 million

"

"

1950

-

Board feet unknown

i960

-

Current logging on Pistol Creek

(from Big Knife to Twin Lakes)
(on South Fork of Jocko)

Evaxo
1907-1909 - 12 million "board feet
1917-1920 - 69 million

"

"

Post Creek
1907-1909 - 11 million "board feet
1920

- Board feet unknown

(Crow Creek to Post Creek)

"Valley Creek
1925-1930 - l46 million board feet (mostly pine)
Rainbow (Dog) Lake
1920

- 20 million board feet

1940

- 20 million

"

"

Big Arm-Jette Lake
1920

- 10 million board feet

1940

- 10 million

1950

- Board feet unknown

"

Mill Creek-Basoo Creek
1950

- Board feet unknown

(on the Dry Fork)

DISTRIBUTION AND KEï AEEAB OF ELK

Mill Creek
Elk are found all across the large basin that is drained by Mill
Greek, Mill Pocket Creek, and Basoo Creeks.
summer on the tops of the mountains.

The animals spend the

In winter they occur mostly about

midway between the ridgetops and creek bottoms, but because the snow is
seldom deep, the animals are well dispersed throughout the basin.

Hog Heaven
Elk occur on the openly timbered ridges between the northern
boundary of the Reservation and north of the Big Draw, spending most of
the year on the ridgetops.

During the summer the animals move to higher

elevations of nearby mountains, on and off the Reservation.

In winter

they inhabit the south-facing slopes as well as the ridgetops.

Cabinets
The Cabinet Mountains, from the northern boundary south to
Rainbow Lake, provide elk habitat.

Elk move to the higher elevations

of the Cabinet Range in the summer.

In winter the elk frequent the

slopes and tops of the lower finger ridges along the Cabinet Mountains.
Key areas during the 1964-65 winter were:

the Dry Fork drainage, about

one mile below the Reservation boundary on the south-facing side of the
creek;

in the Garden Creek drainage, on the lower slopes.

Magpie, Revais Creeks
These creeks drain northwestward from the Reservation boundary.
Joining the Flathead River between Dixon and Perma.
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Elk inhabit the

89
heads of these drainages, being found on top of the divide in the
summer.

The winter range is lower in elevation.
One key area was about 4 miles up Magpie Creek on a south-

facing slope.

The highest density of pellet groups found on the Re

servation was on this site

(See Range Analysis section for details).

Valley Creek
ELk occur throughout the Valley Creek drainage.

A series of

timbered hills and ridges extends north and northeast from Squaw Peak
to the Flathead River, and southeast to Saddle Mountain.
on these lower slopes and ridges.

Elk winter

In the summer they occupy the higher

mountain slopes, around Squaw Peak, Saddle Mountain, and Edith Peak.

Jocko
The summer distribution of elk in the Jocko is on the higher
slopes of the Jocko Range.

The ridgetops along the North, Middle, and

South Forks of the Jocko River, Liberty Meadows, and Boles Meadow,
located near the head of the South Fork of the Jocko are used by elk
for summer range.

Elk winter between the North and Middle Forks, and

on the ridge separating Arlee and St. Ignatius.

Key areas are:

the

head of Lamoose Creek, below the Jocko Lakes on the Middle Fork from
the creek bottom to about halfway up the slope.

Missions
Elk summer high in the Missions.

I saw one bull near the top

of the Range grazing in an open subalpine park.
occupy the lower third of the Mission slopes.

In winter the elk

They frequent the ridges

and points, especially toward the northern boundary, near Skidoo Creek
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and Station Creek.

North of McDonald Lake the key areas were on

southerly aspects on the lower slopes.

Other key areas were Skldoo

Creek, Station Creek, east of Blue Bay, and east of Yellow Bay.

DISTRIBUTION

MB

KET AEEAS OF WHITE-TAILED DEER

Mill Creek
Whitetails occur along the stream bottoms of Mill, Mill Pocket,
and Basoo Creeks.

The riparian vegetation provides excellent food and

cover for wintering deer.

In the summer whitetails are found here and

higher up on brushy slopes.

Revais and Magpie Creeks
The cut-over areas at the lower end of Magpie Creek are fre
quented by whitetails throughout most of the year.
White-tailed deer inhabit the brushland of lower Revais Creek,
the stream-bank shrubs providing food and cover.

Garden Creek
White-tailed deer are found in the riparian vegetation along
the stream bottoms.

Jocko
Willow, red osier dogwood and western red cedar are stream
bank species that constitute much of the vegetation along the Jocko
River.

This vegetation provides habitat for whitetails throughout

most of the year.
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DISTRIBUTION AND KEÏ AREAS OF MULE DEER

Mill Creek
Mile deer are found throughout the Mill Creek region -- on the
mountain slopes and high ridges, and on the lower slopes of more open
pine stands.
Although constant traffic and activity in the lower areas are
probably responsible for keeping most mule deer at higher elevations
during the summer, they are found at all elevations and in all vege
tation types.

In late spring I have seen mule deer along the stream,

bottom of Mill Creek and Mill Pocket Creek.

In winter there is some

congregation at lower elevations, but I have seen deer high on the
mountain slopes in February.
The snow in ,this locality seldom gets too deep except at the
highest elevations, so even during winter the mule deer are dispersed
throughout the area.

Key mule deer areas in this region were:

on top

of an open, burned-over ridge and the south-facing slope above Mill
Creek, and about half way up the Basoo Divide on an open, south-facing
slope.

Cabinets
From Mill Creek south to the Flathead River the Cabinet Moun
tains provide good mule deer habitat.

Deer are found from the Re

servation boundary along the tops of the Cabinets down to the prairie
region east of Hot Springs.

The winter range is confined to the lower

slopes and ridgetops where snow is not deep and browse is available.
Key areas are:

the Dry Fork, just above the Upper Dry Fork
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Reservoir and on a long south-facing slope about one mile above the
reservoir;

up Garden Creek;

and in the Clear Creek drainage.

Oliver Gulch
A region of ridges and hills between the Flathead River and
prairie region of Lonepine and Hot Springs; timbered on top with grassy
lower slopes, is good mule deer habitat.

The deer inhabit the timbered

ridges and upper slopes throughout the year, using both grass and shrubs
for food.

Irving ELats
Topography and vegetation similar to that of Oliver Gulch lies
between Niarada and Poison.

The timbered ridgetops and grassland slopes

provide year-round mule deer habitat.

Hog Heaven
Mule deer occur along the northern boundary of the Reservation.
The animals spend most of the year on the higher slopes and ridgetops,
frequenting the edge between the timber and open grassland.

Missions
Mole deer are found throughout the Mission Range.
deep snows confine animals to the lower slopes.

In winter the

Key areas are southerly

slopes north of McDonald Lake, east of Blue Bay, Skidoo and Station
Creeks, and the Crow Creek drainage.

